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About This Content

Truck tuning is something that is close to the heart of all truckers. If you have ever been to a truck show, you would see that the
amount of love and effort that some drivers are willing to devote to their vehicles is unbelievable. Tons of chrome, expensive

hand-made parts, lights and paints - they can turn a regular truck into the work of art!

Explore this phenomenon yourself, and trick up your Scania R and Scania Streamline trucks in Euro Truck Simulator 2 with a
million of possible combinations of aftermarket parts including:

Chassis covers, rear bumpers, exhausts, front masks and grilles, stone guards, bull bars, front and rear mudflaps, wheel hubs,
door and window trims, paint jobs, front badges, and various cabin accessories like curtains, mugs, LED logos or a dashboard

table.
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SCS Software
Publisher:
SCS Software
Release Date: 28 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Hard Drive: 3 GB available space

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Japanese,Portuguese,Polish,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Norwegia
n,Swedish,Hungarian,Czech,Romanian,Turkish,Bulgarian,Greek
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Worth The Price?: For how short and unmemorable this game is, BUY ON SALE!

PROS:
-Excellent visuals
-Nice and clean sound effects
-Captures moods and uniqueness of different tapes well

CONS:
-What was the story? Is there even a story?
-Repetative gameplay to the point of being annoying
-Backtracking
-No challenge

This is barely a game, it very much feels like the designers just wanted a way to show off their cool visuals and this is what they
came up with. If they took a different approach to this game and changed its cryptic story(?) and the variation of puzzles, it
could be a very interesting and memorable game. If you enjoy looking at surreal visuals and doing the same tasks throughout a
game, this is for you! If you are looking for a unique puzzle experience with an eye opening story and brain candy, miss this
one. If you played this game while high it would probably be highly enjoyable, might be worth investigating.
reminisced about Windows 95 screensavers & Windows Media Player visuals, and that is the best thing about this game.. This
game is absolute\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, well unless I'm playing on a potato.
It's running at 3fps tops.
A refund would be greatly appreciated!. Played on oculus rift.

This game is completely unplayable.

The driving is terrible and the controls with touch controllers are jumpy and just feel broken. The bouncy physics, high speed
and crap controls combine in a headache-inducing pinball-like experience where I just bounce into walls, respawn, bounce into
walls, respawn... etc. What should be a chill drive while listening to some good music ends up an excercise in frustration.

Love the idea but the execution is plain broken.. A fun little twin stick shooter set in a dynamic area that's ever changing filled
with lots of cars, zombies, and 4 unique perks to choose from at each level. I had a lot of fun for the first hour, and now it's
gotten a little boring, but I don't regret the $.049 I paid for it at all. It's not worth the $5 unless you're a HUGE fan of twin stick
shooters. If you are, then this is definitely a fun one! If not then just get it on sale, and it's a good way to pass an hour.. About
the ongoing PDS-"support", which is feeded by a DLC like this one: Brace yourself for the PDS-RELEASE-STRATEGY: At a
given date (to fit our schedule), we insist, that we release what we've done so far (aka a gamble, whether an "update" is complete
or not) and regardless of its quality (aka an additional gamble, whether the same "update" is a buggy and unoptimized mess or
not). Brace yourself for the (following) PDS-PATCH-STRATEGY: At a given date (to fit our schedule), we insist, that we end
to TRY to patch (complete, fix and optimize) as little as possible in regards to our latest "update" ...

Humanoids: This is pretty much the perfect example to show you the "gamble" your dealing with PDS as a company. Before
this DLC, PDS had created (for "free") - 4 quite decent species-portraits (with distinctive appearances of males vs. females and
a variety of different hair-styles \/ beards and colours), so that you had the impression, that this would be the "standard" in
regards to this DLC, but no since instead, PDS had created (for 8 bucks) - 8 quite disappointing species-portraits (with barely
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distinctive appearances of males vs. females (with some of them are just using colours for the differentiation !) and 1 - again - 1
hair-style \/ beard, (which is not the "best" idea, especially in the case, that you're implementing your version of "orcs" or
"dwarfs") and SOME colours). It has taken 3\/4 of a year and the help of a modder ("Silfae") to "update" \/ patch this DLC into
a somewhat "acceptable" state. Besides that, the "humanoid" ship-models and space-stations are quite decent.. 10/10 would fight
other sperm again. pains me to give a negative review on an idea factory\/compile heart game however at this moment the dlc is
not working and hopefully they fix it soon. until then i dont recommend buying the dlc until they have released a fix

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*UPDATE*

the dlc now works for me and i 100% recommend buying this dlc!!!
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Loved this game way back on the gamecube. Would always do co op with the little brother, it was so much fun and was hoping
to find the same joy i once did so many years ago. and i DID!! im new to computer gaming so figuring out how to do th "wasd"
is challenging lol but overall i love this game, i reccommend to anyone who loves the rainbow six series. i do miss some
cosmetic things the gamecube offered that this one doesnt have but it in no way effecvts gameplay, which the gameplay looks a
lot cleaner on this computer than it did on the gamecube for obvious reasons. Love this game cant wait to get on and LOG
MORE HOURS!. It might be a nice looking train but it's really hard to start up and there is no easy mode. Witch is really bad. I
can not recommend this loco.. Nice Timing Game. i Loved it since Farm Frenzy 2 Pizza Party. Devs are a bunch
of♥♥♥♥♥hats. Game had so much potential, but they leave us with a turd sandwich that we have to pay for to take a bite of an
realize it's crap. On top of that it's dead.. This game is a joy. I had it open for less than 5 minutes and the first level got me
cracking a smile, and again every time they reveal a new mechanic. Intuitively satisfying. The interface is elegant and the
gameplay is rewarding. Wear headphones for some intense ASMR: you will feel like you've entered a sacred realm of pure
blissful geometry. Looking forward to user submitted content or DLC. I can't believe The Witness costs $40 compared to this.

A steal at $5. Get it or regret it.
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